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EDUNNOVATION

Education  systems  throughout  the  world  are  going  through

phenomenal  changes.  Lots  of  innovative  practices  are  being

followed  at  all  levels  of  education  be  it  primary,  secondary  or

tertiary. We all know change is inevitable and an organization kills

itself  if  it  does  not  change  with  times.  Edunnovation  is  an

innovative  word,  which  can  be  used  for  ‘innovation  in

education’.  IGNOU  since  long  has  been  advocating  and

implementing the concept of edunnovation in its teaching-learning

methods. More... 

Exploring the Invisible Web

A large part of the World Wide Web remains inaccessible through

the commonly used search engines like Google and Yahoo. These

search engines cannot index a large amount of information that is

available on the internet. There are some resources which provide

easy access to a large part of this information which is otherwise

not  accessible  through  the  commonly  used  search

engines. More...

Indian Innovations from the Past: More Significances

of the Ramanujam Number (1729)

n the last issue we had taken up the Ramanujam Number (1729)

which is  attributed to Srivnivas Ramanujam. Let  us cover  a few

more aspects  of  the  Ramanujam Number  which  is  attributed  to

Srivnivas Ramanujam. More...

News & Events:

NCIDE organized the eighth and ninth Popular Talk of the popular

talk series on innvations in open and distance education. The talk

on “Case Studies of Innovations in Online Learning” was delivered

by Dr. Rakesh Khurana, Chairman, Knowledge Network India Pvt.

Ltd. And the talk on “Moving from Jugaad to Systematic Innovation”

was  delivered  by  Prof.  Rishikesha  T.  Krishnan,  IIM,  Bangalore.

NCIDE also organized the second In-House Colloquim. More...

Our Website

http://ncide.ignou.ac.in

In This Issue:

Welcome to the eighth issue

of ennovate - the NCIDE

eNewsletter. This issue

contains an  article

on Edunnovation. The

article highlights the aspects

related to innovation in

education. The article

on Exploring the invisible

web illustrates the resources

which can be used to

access information which is

otherwise not accessible

through the common search

engines. This issue

discusses some

more significances of the

Ramanujam Number.   This

issue also list some of the

events held at NCIDE. 

Notable Quotable:

Creative thinking is not a talent it is

a skill that can be learnt. It

empowers people by adding

strength to their natural abilities

which improves teamwork,

productivity and where appropriate

profits.             

Edward de Bono

We at NCIDE highly value your

comments and feedback on the

Newsletter and the articles, and

look forward to receiving your

suggestions. We also welcome

your contributions for the future

issues. Please send us your mails

at: ncide@ignou.ac.in
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